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ABSTRACT. Using the comparison principle and inequalities we ob
tain some results on boundedness and stabilities of solutions of the 
nonlinear functional difTerential equation y1 = /(t, y) 4- g{ty y,Ty).

!• Introduction
We consider the nonlinear functional differential equation

(1) y' = f(t,y) + g(t,y,Ty),

where t E = [0,oo), x 6 Rn, f G C(R十 x Rn, Rn), /(t,0) = 0, the 

derivativeG C(R+xR",R"), g 6 C(R+xRnxR",Rn), 우(t,0,0) 三 

0 and T is a continuous operator mapping from (7(R+,Rn) into 

(7(R十, Rn). Equation (1) can be considered as the perturbed equation 

of

(2) z' = f(t,z)

and may represent several interesting cases, namely, integrodifferential 

equations and retarded functional differential equations etc. [3].
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Let x(t) = <o, 文0)be the unique solution of (2) passing through

(to, ⑦o) € x and ① = ①(t, to, ⑦o) the fundamental matrix of the 

associated variational equation

(3) 之'(') =/=(', 鉛 (Z,'o, 흐 o)) 之 (0

such that ①(f()3o, ⑦o) is the identity matrix (see [5]).

Pachpatte[6] studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions of Equa

tion (1) under suitable conditions on the perturbing term g and the 

operator T. Also, Pinto[3] proved theorems which relate the asymp

totic behavior and boundedness of the solutions of Equations (1) and 

(2).

In this paper we obtain some results on boundedness and basic 

stability properties of solutions of Equation (1) under suitable condi

tions on g and ①. To do this we need some differential and integral 

inequalities.

We assume that for any two continuous functions u, v G (7(IR十,R+) 

the continuous operator T satisfies the following property :

u(t) < v(Z), 0 < i < Zi,ti 6 R十

implies

Tu(t) < Tv(t), 0 < i < ii

and

|끄미 드 T|'4

2. Boundedness and Stabilities

The following lemma 2.1 is an adaptation of Theorem 5.1.1 [5].
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that G C(R+ x R十 x R+,R+) is

monotone nondecreasing in u and v for each fixed t G R十 with the 

property that

m(Z) — [ W(s,m(s),Tm(s))ds < u(t) - 서 IV(<s, tz(s), 7\z(昌))(is, 

』to Jto

for t > to > 0 and m,u G (7(R+). If m(Z0) <《/(Zo), then m(t) < tz(i) 

for all t > to > 0.

PROOF. Assume that there exists a > to such that

m(fi) = 쎄i) and m(t) < u(t), tQ < t <

Then we have

Tm(t) < Tu(t), tQ <t <ti

and thus

『ti gti
m(ti) < u(ti) — / W(s^u(s)^Tu(s))ds + / W(<s,m(3),Tm(s))ds

J tQ J<0

< 씨1).

This contradicts the fact that, at f = ti,m(fi) = 以(/1) and hence the 

proof is complete.

A function w : R'十 一» R+ is said to belong to the class H if

(i) w(u) is nondecreasing and continuous for u >Q and positive 

for u > 0,

(ii) there exists a function〈)which is continuous on R+ with 

w(cw) < </>(af)w(iz) for a > 0, tz > 0.
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LEMMA 2.2 [2]. Let U,a,b,c,e C(R+),w G (7((0, oo)) and w(u) 

be nondecreasing in u. Suppose that for some d > 0,

(4)

u(i) < d+ / cz(«s)w(以(昌))cLs+ / 6(呂) / c(t)w(u(t))cZW<s, t > to > 0- 

to J Zq J <Q

Then

(5) 《/(f) 玄 TV—午八己) 十 I (tz(.s) + 6(«s) I c(T)dT)ds\, tQ <t < bly

J tQ J to

where W(u) = j세 우Ip W > 0 and W^^u) is the inverse of W(u) 

and

bi = sup{i > t(): W(d) 十 서 (a(5)+ 6(<s) f c(r}dr)ds € DomW"1}. 

7to J to

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that

|$(/,3,j/)(7(<s,j/,Tj/)| < cz(昌)w(h/|) + 6(6)|Ty|, t,s e R十,

where a^b E (7(R+),cz,6 E Li(I) and I = [Zo,oo). Further, suppose 

that the operator T satisfies the inequality

|Ty(OI < [ c(<s)w(>O)|)cLs, 

J to

where c E (7(7?十) and c G Li(I),

f OO 『3
M(fo) = W1 [I'F(<《) + / (石心) + b(s) / c(T)dT)ds] < oo, 

J tQ Jto

iy(oo)= =
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Then for every bounded solution x(t) = 文(<,/(), ⑦o) of (2) on I — 

[Zo, oo), the corresponding solution y(t) = y(Z,Z(), ⑦o) of (1) is also 

hounded.

PROOF. We obtain

|y(Z)| < W^\\V{d) + I («(<$) + b(s) I c(r)dr)cLs] < Af(f0), t > 加, 

J to J to

where d is the bound for |에)|, by an application of Lemma 2.2. The 

theorem is proved.

We now give stability definitions of Equation (1).

DEFINITION. Equation (l)(or the trivial solution y = 0 of (1)) will 

be called

(S) stable if for any two solutions of !/o) and ^(t, to, ^o) of (1) 

with the initial conditions y(to) = yo and 之(Zo) = 之0, respectively,

|yo — 之o| < 스

implies

|y(Z,;fo,yo) — 之(心九)》之0)| < c6,(c = const),for 6 > 0 and f > io,

(US) uniformly stable if the 6 in (S) is independent of the time to, 

(AS) asymptotically stable if it is stable and

lim |y(Z,io, j/o) — 之(하 加, 之o)| = 0, 
t—<=

(UAS) uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and 

for each 6 > 0, there are 5 > 0 and T(e) such that |y()— 之()| < 0, to 之 0 

implies

|j/(t) — 之(¥)| <6, ' 之 加 + 끄(e)-
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that

I①G，io,⑦o)| < 八(ko|), t > t0,

where a E C(R+) and a(u) is nondecreasing in u;

|$(f,s,j/0))$7(>,y(昌),Ty(<s)) — $(Z, 昌, 之(昌))功(昌, 2心), T之(s))|

< 씨yO) — 之0)l)W0, h/0) — 之0)1/끼!/0) — 즈心)I), t,s g r+

where W(i, u,v) is the same function as defined in Lemma 2.1. Then 

the stability ( asymptotic stability ) of Equation (1) follows from the 

stability ( asymptotic stability ) of the scalar differential equation

(S-l) t? = €z(tz)VF(Z,《/,Tiz), ?z(Zo) = 汉o, t '之 to,

where a(\yo | + |之()|) 之 1 and I'F(Z,O,O) = 0.

PROOF. Using the nonlinear variation of parameters formula[4, 

Theorem 2.1.3-5], any two solutions of (1) passing through (io, ^-o) 

and (io, ^o) are represented by

y(t) = y(t,tQ,x0) = ⑦(i,Zo,⑦o) + / ①(M,j/Gs)Ms,i/(3),Ty(3))cAs, 
JtQ

八t) = 之(Z,Zo,2：o) = 호(i,Zo,2：o) + / ①(/,<§,之(<s))g(5,之(3),꼬2：(3))6仏.
Jt0

Letting m(t) = |y(Z) — 之(i)|, we obtain

|j/(Z) — 之(f)| < 씨:r〔)| + |之()|)|⑦o — 치

+ I 이(h/(昌) 一 之(呂)|)W, h/소) 一 2心)|,끄h/(昌) 一 之0K 

JtQ
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Thus we have

m(t) — / (<s, Tm(s))ds
J tQ

< a(\xo \ 十 I치)m(fo) .

< ii(t) — [ «.(?/(3))Ty(5,ti(<s),Tu(昌))cAs

Jto

if a(|a；o| + |之o|)m(Zo) < n(Zo). Hence m(f) < u(t) for all f > to by 

Lemma 2.1. Since (S-l) is stable we have

|u(Z)| < c5, t > tQ,

whenever |?』(io)| < 6. Further, we note that

\yo ~ ^o| < 이(|⑦o| + ko|)|yo — 之o| 玄 於

We have |j/(t) — 之(Z)| < c6^t > to whenever |j/o — ^o| < 6. Also 

it follows that if we have asymptotic stability then Equation (1) is 

asymptotically stable.

In folloAving theorem we shall examine stability of perturbed equa

tion by the nonlinear variation-of-constants formular, the comparison 

theorem and integral inequalities.

THEOREM 2.5. Let the following conditions hold for perturbed 

equation (1):

|g(Z,y, 乃/)| 引'F(시 y|,T|y|),

where 0, 0) = 0 and W(t^uyv) is monotone nondecreasing with 

respect to u and v for each fixed t > 0, W(t, tz, v) € C(R十 x R十 x 

R+,R+)

|$(Z,fo,⑦o)| < 이(|⑦o|), |$—1(Mo,a：o)| < 씨⑦o|), t > io, 
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where a G C(R十) and a(ii) is nondecreasing in u. If the zero solution 

of the differential equation

(S-2) u1 = a(u)W(t^u^Tu\ 《z(io) = t'o, «(|⑦o|) 之 1

is US(S, UAS), then the zero solution of (1) is also US(S, UAS).

PROOF. Let y(t) = y(t,to,⑦o) be a solution of (1) with an initial 

value ?/(fo3o/^o) = ⑦o 北o 之 0. Then the solution of (1) is given by 

the formula

y(t) = [ 到Z,fo,：=s)cZ<w：o + [ a(h/Gs)|WO, |y(«s)|,T|?/O)|)(is.

J 0 J to

Next, let u(t) = 以(/,/(),汉0)be the solution of (S-2) passing through 

(io,^o) and let(2(|文()|)|⑦o| < 汉0« Then

h/«- /'a(h/M)WGs,|j/Gs)|,Th/Gs)|) 心 < u(t)—「a(u)W(s,u,Tu、)ds. 

y to J io

Therefore appling Lemma 2.1, we obtain that

|j/(i)| < t>tQ.

Since the zero solution of (S-2) is US, for any 6 > 0 there exists a 

@l(6)> 0 such that |tz()| < 슈1(石) implies \y(t)\ < e for all t > t(). 

Set 5(e) = 허셔씌；으두. If |a：()| < 5(c), then take an uq > 0 so that 

a(|^o|)lJ，ol < uo < ^i(e). Therefore we have |y(i)| < e for all t > t心, 
which completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY 2.6. If/(匕 ⑦) = A(t)x? where A{t) is an n x n con

tinuous matrix and the zero solution of (2) is US, that is, there exists 

a constant K > 1 such that

|$(Z,Zo,⑦o)①-乂臥加,⑦o)| < K, t>tQ> 0.
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If the solution of the differential equation

(S-3) u1 = KW(t,u,Tu), u(fo) = > K\xq\

is US(S,UAS), then the zero solution of (1) is also US(S,UAS).

Proof. We have

y(t,to,xo) = ①(Mo>o + I <J>(i,io)$"’1(^,io)i7(’S,y(<s),T2/(3))d<s. 

J to

Then

|y(Z)|— f A3yGs,|yM,T|yGs)|)ds<t心) —『 KW(s,u,Tu)ds. 

JIq J to

Hence we obtain

|y(t)| < u(Z), t > t0.

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 2.7. Let the following conditions hold for the differ

ential equation (1) :

|g(幼/,Ty)| ☆(Z)[|y| + / 6(<s)|y|d<s], 

Jt0

Z
OO 1*3

d(«s)(exp / cz(r) + b(T)dr)ds < oo,

0 川0

where a,b E C〕(R+) and ci,b G」Li(R+). If the zero solution of (2) is

US, then

|u(Z)| 玄1/.0(1 十 互 I «(<s)exp f ci(r) + 6(r)drds) ：으 'uo必Go). 

J t-Q J tQ

Hence u = Q of (S-3) is US and this implies that y = 0 of (1) is US by 

Corollary 2.6.
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